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KEY=CAL - KAELYN HUFFMAN
Nightlife Penguin UK Trolls, vampires, and other preternatural creatures dwell in New York City, where humans are oblivious to their presence. Carl Leandros is only half human. His father's dark lineage is
the stuﬀ of nightmares, and he and his entire otherworldly race are after Carl. Original. The Demon's Lexicon Simon and Schuster Nick and his brother Alan are on the run with their mother, who was
once the lover of a powerful magician. When she left him, she stole an important charm - and he will stop at nothing to reclaim it. Now Alan has been marked with the sign of death by the magician's
demon, and only Nick can save him. But to do so he must face those he has ﬂed from all his life - the magicians - and kill them. So the hunted becomes the hunter… but in saving his brother, Nick
discovers something that will unravel his whole past… All Seeing Eye Simon and Schuster The New York Times bestselling author of the Cal Leandros series delivers a bold new supernatural thriller where
one man’s extraordinary abilities come with an equally phenomenal cost. Picking up a small, pink shoe from the grass forever changed young Jackson Lee’s life. Not only did its presence mean that his
sister Tessa was dead—murdered and stuﬀed in the deep, black water of a narrow well—but the shoe itself told him so. Tessa’s death triggers an even more horriﬁc family massacre that, combined with
this new talent he neither wants nor can handle, throws Jack’s life into a tailspin. The years quickly take him from state homes to the streets to grifting in a seedy carnival, until he ﬁnally becomes the
cynical All Seeing Eye, psychic-for-hire. At last, Jackson has left his troubled past behind and found a semblance of peace. That is, until the government blackmails him. After Jackson is forced to help the
military contain the aftermath of a bizarre experiment gone violently wrong, everything he knows about himself will change just as suddenly as it did with his little sister’s shoe. And while change is
constant . . . it’s never for the better. Roadkill A Cal Leandros Novel Penguin New from the national bestselling author of Deathwish It's time to lock, load, and hit the road... Once, while half-human Cal
Leandros and his brother Niko were working on a case, an ancient gypsy queen gave them a good old-fashioned backstabbing. Now, just as their P.I. business hits a slow patch, the old crone shows up with
a job. She wants them to ﬁnd a stolen coﬃn that contains a blight that makes the Black Death seem like a fond memory. But the thief has already left town, so the Leandros brothers are going on the road.
And if they're very, very lucky, there might even be a return trip... Plague Town An Ashley Parker Novel Titan Books People are dying. Then they are waking up hungry. In the small university town of
Redwood Grove, people are succumbing to a lethal strain of ﬂu. They are dying—but not for long. Ashley Parker and her boyfriend are attacked by these shambling, rotting creatures that crave human
ﬂesh. Their lives will never be the same again. When she awakes Ashley discovers that she is a “wild card”— immune to the virus—and is recruited by a shadowy paramilitary organization that oﬀers her
the chance to ﬁght back. Trained by gorgeous vegan Gabriel, and bonding with her fellow wild cards, Ashley begins to discover skills she never knew she had. As the town falls to ever-growing numbers of
the infected, Ashley and her team ﬁght to contain the outbreak—but will they be enough? Deathwish Cal Leandros Penguin UK The fourth book in the Cal Leandros series that began with Nightlife,
Deathwish is clever, ironic and hugely entertaining urban fantasy in the vein of Jim Butcher by the New York Times bestselling author, Rob Thurman. 'How I felt the mental stirrings of a bloodthirsty
heritage when I passed through the gray light wasn't my favourite topic . . . the Auphe nature wasn't mine. I wouldn't let it be. And if I said that to myself over and over and sprinkled around enough
frigging fairy dust, maybe it would be true.' Half-human Cal Leandros and his brother, Niko, are barely getting by with their preternatural detective agency when the vampire Seamus hires them. He's
being followed, and he wants to know by whom. But the Leandros brothers have to do more than they had planned when Seamus turns up dead (or un-undead). Worse still is the return of Cal's nightmarish
family, the Auphe. The last time Cal and Niko faced them, the Auphe were almost wiped out. Now they want revenge. Cal know that before the Auphe get to him, they will try to destroy everything and
everyone he holds dear. Because for the Auphe, Cal's pain is a pleasure. And they're feeling good. A dark contemporary fantasy with a humorous edge, Rob Thurman's Deathwish should not be missed.
Praise for Rob Thurman: 'Supernatural elements put this in the company of Jim Butcher and Charlaine Harris' SFRevu 'A roaring rollercoaster of a read . . . it'll take your breath away' Simon R. Green Rob
Thurman lives in Indiana, land of rolling hills and cows. Lots and lots of cows. Nightlife, Moonshine and Madhouse, the previous novels in the Cal Leandros series, are also published by Penguin. Visit Rob at
www.robthurman.net. The Weird A Compendium of Strange and Dark Stories Atlantic Books Ltd SHORTLISTED FOR THE BRITISH FANTASY AWARDS A landmark, eclectic, leviathan-sized anthology of
ﬁction's wilder, stranger, darker shores. The Weird features an all star cast of authors, from classics to international bestsellers to prize winners: Ben Okri George R.R. Martin Angela Carter Kelly Link Franz
Kafka China Miéville Clive Barker Haruki Murakami M.R. James Neil Gaiman Mervyn Peake Michael Chabon Stephen King Daphne Du Maurier and more... Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into
dark domains and brings you face to face with surreal monstrosities; You will ﬁnd the boldest and downright most peculiar stories from the last hundred years bound together in the biggest Weird
collection ever assembled. Alchemystic Penguin AN OLD FRIEND OF THE FAMILY… Alexandra Belarus is a struggling artist living in New York City, even though her family is rich in real estate, including a
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towering Gothic Gramercy Park building built by her great-great-grandfather. But the truth of her bloodline is revealed when she is attacked on the street and saved by an inhumanly powerful winged
ﬁgure. A ﬁgure who knows the Belarus name… Lexi’s great-great-grandfather was a Spellmason—an artisan who could work magic on stone. But in his day, dark forces conspired against him and his, so he
left a spell of protection on his family. Now that Lexi is in danger, the spell has awoken her ancestor’s most trusted and fearsome creation: a gargoyle named Stanis. Lexi and Stanis are equally surprised to
ﬁnd themselves bound to each other. But as they learn to work together, they realize that only united can they save the city they both love… Guild Wars: Ghosts of Ascalon Simon and Schuster 250
years ago, Ascalon burned . . . Desperate to defend his land from advancing hordes of bestial charr, King Adelbern summoned the all-powerful Foeﬁre to repel the invaders. But magic can be a doubleedged sword—the Foeﬁre burned both charr and human alike. While the charr corpses smoldered, the slain Ascalonians arose again, transformed by their king’s rage into ghostly protectors and charged
with guarding the realm . . . forever. The once mighty kingdom became a haunted shadow of its former glory. Centuries later, the descendants of Ascalon, exiled to the nation of Kryta, are besieged on all
sides. To save humankind, Queen Jennah seeks to negotiate a treaty with the hated charr. But one obstacle remains. The charr legions won’t sign the truce until their most prized possession, the Claw of
the Khan-Ur,is returned from the ruins of fallen Ascalon. Now a mismatched band of adventurers, each plagued by ghosts of their own, sets forth into a haunted, war-torn land to retrieve the Claw. Without
the artifact, there is no hope for peace between human and charr—but the undead king who rules Ascalon won’t give it up easily, and not everyone wants peace! Death's Rival Penguin Jane Yellowrock is
a shapeshifting skinwalker you don’t want to cross—especially if you’re one of the undead… For a vampire killer like Jane, having Leo Pellisier as a boss took some getting used to. But now, someone is out
to take his place as Master Vampire of the city of New Orleans, and is not afraid to go through Jane to do it. After an attack that’s tantamount to a war declaration, Leo knows his rival is both powerful and
vicious, but Leo’s not about to run scared. After all, he has Jane. But then, a plague strikes, one that takes down vampires and makes their masters easy prey. Now, to uncover the identity of the vamp who
wants Leo’s territory, and to ﬁnd the cause of the vamp-plague, Jane will have to go to extremes…and maybe even to war. Moonshine Penguin UK Cal and his half-brother Niko's lives are settling back to
normal after stopping their bloodthirsty relatives from bringing about the apocalypse. They've found a new apartment and even gainful employment by starting an investigative agency in partnership with
a glamorous Upper East Side vampire. Of course, their clientele tends to be a little . . . unusual, but their money spends just the same. Their latest job is undercover work for the Kin - New York's werewolf
maﬁa - to sniﬀ out proof of a set-up by a rival. The location is Moonshine, a gambling club for the otherworldly and Cal ﬁgures it will be an easy in-and-out sort of job. But as Niko likes to point out, nothing
is more dangerous than overconﬁdence and when a brawl gets out of hand, it looks like he's right. Are Cal and Niko being set up themselves? And by people whose bite is much worse than their bark . . .
Madhouse Cal Leandros Penguin UK The next book in the Cal Leandros series that began with Nightlife, Madhouse is a clever and hugely entertaining urban fantasy in the vein of Jim Butcher by New
York Times bestselling author, Rob Thurman. 'My brother had spent a lifetime - mine, at least - telling me that I was normal, that I wasn't a monster. With his help, I'd ﬁnally realized that as long as I could
remain who I was, I could survive what I was. It was only bad genes . . .' Half-human Cal Leandros and his brother, Niko, aren't exactly prospering with their preternatural detective agency. Who could have
guessed that business would dry up in New York City, where vampires, trolls, and other creepy crawlies are all over the place? But now there's a new arrival in the Big Apple. A malevolent evil with ancient
powers, dead set on making history with an orgy of blood and murder, is on a human killing spree. And for Cal and Niko, this is one paycheck they're going to have to earn . . . if they survive to collect it.
But this evil might be too much for even Cal and Niko to handle, and to take it on, Cal will have to call forth the powerful talents he inherited from his unhuman father's side of the family . . . A stunning
urban fantasy with a deeply humorous edge, Rob Thurman's Madhouse is not to be missed. 'Supernatural elements put this in the company of Jim Butcher and Charlaine Harris. Fans of dark urban fantasy
will certainly want to follow Cal's adventures. Recommended' SFRevu 'A roaring rollercoaster of a read . . . it's sharp and sardonic, mischievous and mysterious' Simon R. Green Rob Thurman lives in
Indiana, land of rolling hills and cows. Lots and lots of cows. Nightlife, the ﬁrst novel in the Cal Leandros series is also published by Penguin. Visit Rob at www.robthurman.net On the Edge Penguin Step
into a whole new world in the ﬁrst Novel of the Edge from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Kate Daniels series. The Edge lies between worlds, on the border between the Broken, where
people shop at Wal-Mart and magic is a fairy tale—and the Weird, where blueblood aristocrats rule, changelings roam, and the strength of your magic can change your destiny... Rose Drayton thought if
she practiced her magic, she could build a better life for herself. But things didn’t turn out the way she’d planned, and now she works an oﬀ-the-books job in the Broken just to survive. Then Declan
Camarine, a blueblood noble straight out of the deepest part of the Weird, comes into her life, determined to have Rose (and her power). But when a ﬂood of creatures hungry for magic invade the Edge,
Declan and Rose must overcome their diﬀerences and work together to destroy them—or the beasts will devour the Edge and everyone in it... Everwar Blackout A Cal Leandros Novel Penguin When
half-human Cal Leandros wakes up on a beach littered with the slaughtered remains if a variety of hideous creatures, he's not that concerned. In fact, he can't remember anything-including who he is. And
that's just the way his deadly enemies like it... Nevermore Roc People die. Everyone knows that. I knew it intimately as everyone in my life died thanks to my one seemingly harmless mistake. I'd brought
down Heaven, lifted up Hell, and set the world on ﬁre, all due to one slip of the memory. I forgot the pizzas... Caliban is a dead man. The Vigil, a group devoted to concealing the paranormal from
humanity, has decided Cal has stepped out of the shadows once too often, and death is the only sentence. They plan to send a supernatural assassin into the past to take down the younger, less lethal Cal.
But things change when The Vigil makes one last attempt on Caliban's life in the present—and end up destroying everyone and everything he cares about. Now, Cal has to save himself, warn those closest
to him, and kill every Vigil bastard who stole his world. But if he fails, he and everyone in his life will be history… Boneshaker Pan Macmillan WINNER OF THE LOCUS AWARD FOR BEST NOVEL Ezekiel
Blue’s father committed a crime, unleashing a deadly menace into steampowered Seattle. And his bereaved family has paid the price. Now, Ezekiel is determined to clear his father’s name, risking death
and the undead in the attempt. Sixteen years ago, as the American Civil War dawned, gold brought hordes to the frozen Klondike. Fanatical in their greed, Russian prospectors commissioned Dr Leviticus
Blue to create a great machine, to mine through Alaska’s ice. Thus the Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill Engine was born. But the Boneshaker went awry, destroying downtown Seattle and unearthing a
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subterranean vein of blight gas. Anyone who breathed its fumes turning into the living dead. The devastated city is now walled in to contain the blight. But unknown to Briar, his widowed mother, Ezekiel is
going in. His quest will take him into a city teeming with ravenous undead, air pirates, criminal overlords, and heavily armed refugees. And only Briar can bring him out alive. ‘Adventure of rollicking pace
and sweeping proportions ... this book is made of irresistible’Scott Westerfeld, ‘This is a hoot from start to ﬁnish’Cory Doctorow,‘Intelligent, exceptionally well written and showcasing a phenomenal strong
female protagonist’ Publishers Weekly Carniepunk Simon and Schuster A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires and creepy clowns to mermaids, Druids, and
wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll ﬁnd out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang out at.... Smoke and Shadows Orbit Books Tony, a former street kid-turned-wannabe producer, is
working on the set of a TV series about a vampire detective, where he discovers the dead body of a cast member. Tony fears it has something to do with the strange shadows he has seen around the
studio and when he turns to special-eﬀects wizard Arra Pelindrake for help, she turns out to be the genuine article. The wizard escaped from a dangerous alternate dimension and has more than a passing
acquaintance with the shadows. Together, Tony and his vampire friend Henry Fitzroy try to persuade Arra to cooperate but can't get her to face her fears and confront the shadows. But they are soon left
with nowhere to run as they are drawn into battle, for the shadows are intent on gaining a foothold in this world. Staked The Iron Druid Chronicles Hachette UK ***OVER A MILLION COPIES OF THE IRON
DRUID BOOKS SOLD*** 'American Gods meets Jim Butcher's Harry Dresden' SFF World When a druid has lived for two thousand years like Atticus, he's bound to run afoul of a few vampires. Make that
legions of them. Even his former friend and legal counsel turned out to be a bloodsucking backstabber. Now the toothy troublemakers - led by power-mad Theophilus - have become a huge problem
requiring a solution. It's time to make a stand. As always, Atticus wouldn't mind a little backup. But his allies have problems of their own. Ill-tempered archdruid Owen Kennedy is having a wee bit of troll
trouble: turns out when you stiﬀ a troll, it's not water under the bridge. Meanwhile, Granuaile is desperate to free herself of the Norse god Loki's mark and elude his powers of divination - a quest that will
bring her face to face with several Slavic nightmares. As Atticus globetrots to stop his nemesis Theophilus, the journey leads to Rome. What better place to end an immortal than the Eternal City? But
poetic justice won't come without a price: In order to defeat Theophilus, Atticus may have to lose an old friend. Praise for the Iron Druid Chronicles: 'Atticus and his crew are a breath of fresh air! . . . I love,
love, love this series' My Bookish Ways 'Entertaining, steeped in a ton of mythology, populated by awesome characters' Civilian Reader 'This is one series no fantasy fan should miss. Mystery, suspense,
magic and mayhem' SciFiChick The Iron Druid Chronicles Hounded Hexed Hammered Tricked Trapped Hunted Shattered Staked Scourged Besieged (short stories) HAVE YOU TRIED . . . Kevin Hearne's epic
fantasy novel A PLAGUE OF GIANTS - described by Delilah S. Dawson as 'a rare masterpiece that's both current and timeless . . . merging the fantasy bones of Tolkien and Rothfuss with a wide cast of
characters who'll break your heart'. Out now! Downfall Penguin I let it go—all of it. Everything I’d been saving up all my life, building and growing inside me, too much to hold in one half-human body. It
pushed and fought to be free with a force that turned me into a bomb with a timer vibrating on zero. I was free. But so was everything I’d fought so hard not to be.... Brothers Cal and Niko Leandros know
trouble when they see it—and then proceed to wipe the ﬂoor with it. But now it seems their whole world is falling to pieces. Cal’s nightmarish monster side is growing ever stronger, changing Cal physically
as well as mentally. Which is exactly what Grimm—Cal’s savage doppelgänger—wants. And when a covert supernatural organization decides that it’s time to put Cal down before he threatens pretty much
everything else in existence, the brothers ﬁnd themselves in a ﬁght they actually might lose. But the dark temptations Cal has denied all his life may prove to be exactly what can save them. Even if he
must fall forever… Magic Binds Penguin Mercenary Kate Daniels knows all too well that magic in post-Shift Atlanta is a dangerous business. But nothing she’s faced could have prepared her for what’s to
come in this heart-stopping novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Kate and the former Beast Lord Curran Lennart are ﬁnally making their relationship oﬃcial. But there are some steep
obstacles standing in the way of their walk to the altar. Kate’s father, Roland, has kidnapped the demigod Saiman and is slowly bleeding him dry in a never-ending bid for power. A Witch Oracle has
predicted that if Kate marries the man she loves, Atlanta will burn and she will lose him forever. And the only person Kate can ask for help is long dead. The odds are impossible. The future is grim. But
Kate Daniels has never been one to play by the rules... Wolfsbane and Mistletoe Hachette UK Charlaine Harris, Keri Arthur and Patricia Briggs bring you a Christmas present to remember! We all know
the holiday season can bring out the beast in anyone - but it's especially hard if you're a lycanthrope! Gathered here together is a veritable feast of fears and tears: ﬁfteen of the scariest, saddest, funniest
werewolf tales, by an outstanding pack of authors, best read by the light of the full moon, and with a silver bullet close at hand. In 'Gift Wrap', Sookie Stackhouse is feeling mighty sorry for herself, all alone
for Christmas - until she meets someone with bigger problems than loneliness ... Patricia Briggs gives us the story of lone wolf David Christiansen, who needs to mend fences with his daughter, before it's
too late. In 'Christmas Past', Keri Arthur tells the tale of Hannah, who gets an unmerry and potentially life-threatening Christmas present when the hunky werewolf who dumped her last Christmas Eve
turns up as her partner on the hunt for a vampire serial killer. All these and more feature in WOLFSBANE AND MISTLETOE, the perfect antidote to Christmas mawkishness! Shadowed Souls Penguin
Featuring short stories from Jim Butcher, Seanan McGuire, Kevin J. Anderson, and Rob Thurman, this dark and gritty “must-read anthology for UF fans”(RT Book Reviews) proves that nothing is as simple as
black and white, light and dark, good and evil... In #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher’s Cold Case, Molly Carpenter—Harry Dresden’s apprentice-turned-Winter Lady—must collect a tribute
from a remote Fae colony and discovers that even if you’re a good girl, sometimes you have to be bad... New York Times bestselling author Seanan McGuire’s Sleepover ﬁnds half-succubus Elsie
Harrington kidnapped by a group of desperate teenage boys. Not for anything “weird.” They just need her to rescue a little girl from the boogeyman. No biggie. In New York Times bestselling Kevin J.
Anderson’s Eye of Newt, Zombie P.I. Dan Shamble’s latest client is a panicky lizard missing an eye who thinks someone wants him dead. But the truth is that someone only wants him for a very special
dinner... And New York Times bestselling author Rob Thurman’s infernally heroic Caliban Leandros takes a trip down memory lane as he deals wih some overdue—and nightmarish—vengeance involving
some quite nasty Impossible Monsters. ALSO INCLUDES STORIES BY Tanya Huﬀ * Kat Richardson * Jim C. Hines * Anton Strout * Lucy A. Snyder * Kristine Kathryn Rusch * Erik Scott de Bie * Trick of the
Light A Trickster Novel Penguin View our feature on Rob Thurman’s Trick of the Light.When Trixa learns of a powerful artifact known as the Light of Life, she knows she’s hit the jackpot. Both
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sides—angel and demon—would give anything for it. But ﬁrst she has to ﬁnd it. And as Heaven and Hell ready for an apocalyptic throwdown, Trixa must decide where her true loyalty lies, and what she’s
ready to ﬁght for. Because in her world, if you line up on the wrong side, you pay with more than your life… The Wrath of Angels A Charlie Parker Thriller Simon and Schuster A latest entry in the
popular series ﬁnds the intrepid detective racing against time to acquire a list of strategically important names from the site of a mysterious plane crash in the Maine woods, an eﬀort that lures both good
and evil individuals including a brutal serial killer. By the best-selling author of Every Dead Thing. Kicking It Penguin Featuring stories by SHANNON K. BUTCHER * RACHEL CAINE * LUCIENNE DIVER *
CHRIS MARIE GREEN * CHRISTINA HENRY * FAITH HUNTER * CHLOE NEILL * KALAYNA PRICE * ROB THURMAN New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine has modern-day potions witches Holly and
Andrew facing oﬀ against a ﬁrebrand politician who wears literally killer boots in a Texas-sized rodeo of trouble. Boot-loving Cadogan vampire Lindsey must team up with oﬀ-again, on-again vampire
partner Luc when a woman from her past is targeted by supernaturals in New York Times bestselling author Chloe Neill’s all-new adventure. And New York Times bestselling author Rob Thurman features
Trixa Iktomi from her Trickster series dealing with magical vengeance and magical footwear. Taking kick-ass urban fantasy literally, USA Today bestselling authors Kalayna Price and Faith Hunter bring
together the best of the genre to once again prove when you’re ﬁghting supernatural forces, it helps to keep your feet on the ground. Magic Slays Penguin In this novel in the #1 New York Times
bestselling urban fantasy series, war-plagued Atlanta has never been so deadly...Good thing Kate Daniels is on the job. Kate Daniels may have quit the Order of Knights of Merciful Aid, but she’s still kneedeep in paranormal problems. Or she would be if she could get someone to hire her. Starting her own business has been more challenging than she thought it would be—now that the Order is disparaging
her good name. Plus, many potential clients are afraid of getting on the bad side of the Beast Lord, who just happens to be Kate’s mate. So when Atlanta’s premier Master of the Dead calls to ask for help
with a vampire on the loose, Kate leaps at the chance of some paying work. But it turns out that this is not an isolated incident, and Kate needs to get to the bottom of it—fast, or the city and everyone
dear to her may pay the ultimate price... Silver and Salt CreateSpace For the First Time in One Volume... From furry to fey, shifters to Sidhe, monsters to madmen, and ex-divine to ex-demonic, this
collection of supernaturally-spun tales by NEW YORK TIMES Bestselling Author Rob Thurman is bound by the spilled blood of both family and the most fatal of enemies. Includes two anthology favorites, as
well as an original CAL LEANDROS story that takes you through The Windy City as only a fourteen-year-old half-monster facing a fully human one could. It's winner take all and life itself is the bet. The
Grimrose Path Penguin When bar owner Trixia Iktomi is approached by a demon who needs her help, she and her friends go up against something even deadlier than fallen angels that has slaughtered
almost a thousand demons in six months. Original. The Girl with Ghost Eyes Hachette UK It's the end of the nineteenth century in San Francisco's Chinatown, and ghost hunters from the Maoshan
traditions of Daoism keep malevolent spiritual forces at bay. Li-lin, the daughter of a renowned Daoshi exorcist, is a young widow burdened with yin eyes-the unique ability to see the spirit world. Her
spiritual visions and the death of her husband bring shame to Li-lin and her father-and shame is not something this immigrant family can aﬀord. When a sorcerer cripples her father, terrible plans are set in
motion, and only Li-lin can stop them. To aid her are her martial arts and a peachwood sword, her burning paper talismans, and a wisecracking spirit in the form of a human eyeball tucked away in her
pocket. Navigating the dangerous alleys and backrooms of a male-dominated Chinatown, Li-lin must confront evil spirits, gangsters, and soulstealers before the sorcerer's ritual summons an ancient evil
that could burn Chinatown to the ground. 1634: The Ram Rebellion Baen Books As the Thirty Years War continues to ravage seventeenth-century Europe, the West Virginians from twentieth-century
America enter into an alliance with Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, to promote a revolution among the peasants who seek freedom from the tyrannical nobility of the period. Conspiracy of Angels
Titan Books Zack Westland awakens on the shore of Lake Erie, his memory gone. Assaulted by powerful psychic fragments, he learns that he belongs to a tribe of angels—one of several living on Earth
since the Blood Wars. Pursued by cacodaimons intent on killing him—again—he seeks to end war between the tribes. Unquiet Dreams Penguin Connor Grey, a consultant for the Boston P.D., must stop
the war between Celtic fairies and Teutonic elves that, fueled by a mysterious new drug, locks down the entire city of Boston and puts the human race in grave danger. Original. 1634: The Baltic War
Baen Publishing Enterprises Fight for Freedom in a Dark and Bloody Age! After a cosmic accident sets the modern West Virginia town of Grantsville down in war-torn seventeenth century Europe, the
United States of Europe is forged in the ﬁre of battle. The Baltic War reaches a climax as France, Spain, England, and Denmark besiege the U.S.E. in the Prussian stronghold of Lubeck. The invention of
ironclads, the introduction of special force tactics during a spectacular rescue operation at the Tower of London _ the up-timers plan to use every trick in the time traveler's book to avoid a defeat that will
send Europe back to a new Dark Age! Multiple New York Times best-seller and creator of the legendary "Honorverse" series David Weber teams with New York Times best-selling alternate history master
Eric Flint to tell the tale of the little town that remade a continent and rang in freedom for a battle-ravaged land in the latest blockbuster addition to Flint's "Grantsville" saga! At the publisher's request, this
title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "This is a thoughtful and exciting look at just how powerful are the ideals we sometimes take for granted, and is highly recommended[.]" ¾ Publishers
Weekly on Flint and Weber's 1633. "[R]eads like a Tom Clancy techno-thriller set in the age of the Medicisã" ¾ Publishers Weekly on New York Times best-seller, 1634:_ The Galileo Aﬀair. War for the
Oaks Penguin UK Eddi McCandry sings rock and roll. But her boyfriend just dumped her, her band just broke up, and life could hardly be worse. Then, walking home through downtown Minneapolis on a
dark night, she ﬁnds herself drafted into an invisible war between the faerie folk. Now, more than her own survival is at risk-and her own preferences, musical and personal, are very much beside the point.
War for the Oaks is a brilliantly entertaining fantasy novel that's as much about this world as about the imagined one. Sealed With a Curse A Weird Girls Novel Penguin Celia Wird and her three sisters
are just like other 20-something girls—with one tiny exception: they're products of a backﬁred curse that has given each of them unique powers that make them, well, weird… The Wird sisters are content
to avoid the local vampires, werebeasts, and witches of the Lake Tahoe region—until one of them blows up a vampire in self-defense. Everyone knows vampires aren't aggressive, and killing one is
punishable by death. But soon more bloodlust-fueled attacks occur, and the community wonders: are the vampires of Tahoe cursed with a plague? Celia reluctantly agrees to help Misha, the handsome
leader of an infected vampire family. But Aric, the head of the werewolf pack determined to destroy Misha's family to keep the region safe, warns Celia to stay out of the ﬁght. Caught between two hot
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alphas, Celia must ﬁnd a way to please everyone, save everyone, and oh yeah, not lose her heart to the wrong guy—or die a miserable death. Because now that the evil behind the plague knows who Celia
is, it’s coming for her and her sisters. This Wird girl has never had it so tough. Confessions of an Angry Girl Harlequin After the death of her father, Rose Zarelli struggles to control her feelings and
manage her life as a freshman in high school. The Iron Ring After he loses his kingdom and everything he owns in a dice game, Tamar, the young king of Sundari, embarks on a magical quest to atone for
his mistake and to learn about honor, goodness, and the preciousness of life. Reprint. Frost Burned Penguin Patricia Briggs “has reached perfection”* in this #1 New York Times bestseller, as Mercy
Thompson faces a shapeshifter’s biggest fear... Mercy’s life has undergone a seismic change. Becoming the mate of Alpha werewolf Adam Hauptman has made her a stepmother to his daughter Jesse, a
relationship that brings moments of blissful normalcy to Mercy’s life. But on the edges of humanity, what passes for a minor mishap on an ordinary day can turn into so much more... After a traﬃc accident
in bumper-to-bumper traﬃc, Mercy and Jesse can’t reach Adam—or anyone else in the pack. They’ve all been abducted. Mercy fears Adam’s disappearance may be related to the political battle the
werewolves have been ﬁghting to gain acceptance from the public—and that he and the pack are in serious danger. Outmatched and on her own, Mercy may be forced to seek assistance from any ally she
can get, no matter how unlikely. *The Nocturnal Library
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